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Drawing is an ever-popular and rewarding way of recording the world as we see it, but it can also
be more than that: it can express feelings and attitudes, it can shock, intrigue, or tell a
story.Going beyond the academic exercises of traditional drawing, this innovative book focuses
on how you can develop techniques to set your work apart. You will learn how to interpret subject
matter for maximum impact, quirkiness and visual interest. And if you want to take your work into
the realm of the imagination, the book covers subjects as diverse as anthropomorphism, fantasy
art and surrealism. Author and illustrator Peter Gray demonstrates each point with his own
accomplished artworks and step-by-step examples.

About the AuthorPeter Gray is long established as an illustrator of books, magazines and
newspapers and has written many books for adults and children, which have been published in
many languages all around the world. He lives with his family in Suffolk.--This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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About the authorPeter Gray is long established as an illustrator of books, magazines and
newspapers, with occasional forays into such fields as film storyboards and costume design,
advertising and animation projects. Peter is also the author of many books for adults and
children, which have been published in many languages all around the world.

Dedicated to Anthony Matthews; an inspiring artist and friend.

To be able to draw is very rewarding, for there are few thrills to match those almost magical
moments when some quick strokes of the pencil produce a convincing depiction of three-
dimensional reality. At such times, all the early struggles and failures that you have to go through
to reach that point become worthwhile.Once you have mastered the basic skills it may be
tempting to continue drawing traditional subjects such as flowers and teapots, each time
replicating the thrill of getting it right – but there is no reason why aspiring artists should not aim
a little higher and strive to make their drawings more impressive. This does not necessarily
mean more complicated – indeed, the opposite may very well be true – but a little thought can go
a long way towards turning run-of-the-mill academic studies into artistic statements of impact
and intrigue.So, in the first half of this book, we shall look at the devices you can employ to bring
the best out of your drawings of the world around you. To start with we shall examine the benefits
of carefully selected viewpoints to add interest to your compositions, then we shall investigate
the various materials and techniques that will further enhance your range of expression.You
should soon find that your drawing skills develop into whole new realms of possibility, but this is
only the beginning. We shall move on to more and more inventive approaches that will
encourage you to manipulate your subjects in all manner of ways, gradually leaving behind any



tendencies you may once have had to render the world like a mere camera does. The aim is to
bring out the artist in you, and an artist bends the world to his or her will.For sharpening your
skills and developing your eye, there is no substitute for drawing directly from a real-life subject.
Ordinarily I would not advocate drawing from photographs, but because of the imaginative
nature of this book some of the subjects and techniques depend on them. Ultimately, all that
matters is the finished image, and the route is unimportant. However, if you want to become a
fully rounded artist, I recommend that you draw from life wherever possible.

Subject MatterDo you remember, when you were a child, wanting to make a picture but being
unable to decide what to draw? Perhaps you are still plagued by the same frustration. However,
the solution is so often to be found right in front of you. In learning to see and think like an artist,
you will discover that fascinating subjects reveal themselves at every turn.It could be said that
there is no subject unworthy of your attention; an artist will find something interesting in the most
mundane of surroundings. That may well be true, and I hope that this book will point you in
precisely that direction, but you can also give yourself a head start by seeking subjects that are
interesting of themselves. You can practise drawing a conventional subject such as flowers in a
vase, or hone the same skills by drawing weeds thrusting out of cracks in a wall. I know which
picture I would more enjoy looking at.Essentially this is nothing more than a typical academic
drawing exercise, but because these flowers are wilted and dying, it avoids the usual prettiness
of the subject and subverts the cliché. It can be a lot of fun playing with artistic conventions.Often
the most interesting aspects of a scene are to be found by looking above the everyday life of
street level.Look out for spontaneous moments and be prepared to act quickly. This blackbird
made a habit of perching atop a garden ornament. She never hung around for very long, but I
was waiting for her with sketchbook in hand.With a subject as immediately striking as this
mummified cat you can hardly go wrong. There is nothing stylish about this sketch (done in a
museum), but the subject matter makes the viewer want to know more.There is much mileage to
be had from irreverent, humorous or even vulgar subjects.A subject of innocence and beauty will
always be a joy for the artist and the viewer.

ViewpointsPart of the role of an artist is to examine different ways of looking at a subject rather
than just accepting the obvious. The viewpoints – the angles and positions from which you
choose to depict your subjects – make all the difference to the success of your drawings.FRONT
VIEWHuman portraits drawn directly from the front usually look little more interesting than a
passport photograph, however stylishly drawn or rendered, but the same viewpoint presents this
sheep with a degree of symmetry that is rarely seen in these nervy, skittish creatures. This view
also accentuates the mass of the fleece compared to the skinny legs and small
head.PROFILEThe side view of these gravestones shows them to be leaning at odd angles,
which would be less visible from other viewpoints.REAR THREE-QUARTERS VIEWThis angle
gives us an unusual ‘behind-the-scenes’ glimpse of a seaside amusement. A view from directly



behind would be confusing, but the three-quarter angle makes the scene readable.In another
rear three-quarters view, the structure of this fairground sign is more noticeable than the
wording, which would dominate the picture if it were legible. This is also a good angle to portray
the birds’ forms as it breaks up the symmetry of the front view.REAR VIEWThis sketch
demonstrates a concept that will frequently be alluded to in this book: ‘less is more’. This
viewpoint offers very little detail, but still conveys much about the character in a view that is not
often depicted.
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Jeff Aicrag, “Four Stars. Very Good book!!!... ”

PaganDeva2000, “Great Guide. I follow along using the iOS app Procreate and my Apple Pencil!”

Valies, “Instructive. A very good book.”

The book by Helen Brennan has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 5 people have provided feedback.
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